Quæstitio

D. Eptoritas puellæ post ab illa rapitis, quæcumque reddidit ei quidque, quod ei daretur sive quod ei reddaretur, accipit esse, quod ei reddaretur, sive quod ei reddaretur. Quid reperit ille sive quod ea reddaretur.
Laesa

XXIX

Questio

II

nulla nulla est substantia assa.
Laws XXXII

Causa

In Lex XXVII, it is noted that the exception of libidinal acts by persons of advanced age, "virgo
circa adulescens," is not recognized. However, in the case of "adultus," the exception is applied.

Habita, etc., is mentioned in the text, but its relevance is unclear. The section continues with the
treatment of married persons, emphasizing the moral implications of acts.

Vigilia, etc., is discussed, highlighting the necessity of vigilance in such matters.

Michaelis, at the end of the chapter, notes the importance of prudence in the context.

Questio

In the section on "causa," the focus is on the moral implications of acts.

In "scripta," the emphasis is on the critical nature of the laws in question.

The "legem," or law, is analyzed in detail, with particular attention to the principles underlying the legal framework.

In "periculum," the risks associated with certain acts are highlighted.

The "mortalia," or mortal matters, are discussed, with a focus on the consequences of actions.

The "indicia," or evidence, is examined, with an emphasis on the importance of proof.

Finally, the "censura," or critique, is presented, offering a critical perspective on the laws.